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Abstract
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been
widely used in computer vision due to its effectiveness. While
the high model complexity of CNN enables remarkable learn-
ing capacity, the large number of trainable parameters
comes with a high cost. In addition to the demand of a large
amount of resources, the high complexity of the network can
result in a high variance in its generalization performance
from a statistical learning theory perspective. One way to
reduce the complexity of a network without sacrificing its
accuracy is to define and identify redundancies in order to
remove them. In this work, we propose a method to observe
and analyze redundancies in the weights of 2D convolutional
(Conv2D) filters. From our experiments, we observe that 1)
the vectorized Conv2D filters exhibit low rank behaviors; 2)
the effective ranks of these filters typically decrease when the
network goes deeper, and 3) these effective ranks are con-
verging over training steps. Inspired by these observations,
we propose a new layer called Separable Convolutional
Eigen-Filters (SCEF) as an alternative parameterization
to Conv2D filters. A SCEF layer can be easily implemented
using the depthwise separable convolutions trained with our
proposed training strategy. In addition to the decreased num-
ber of trainable parameters by using SCEF, depthwise sep-
arable convolutions are known to be more computationally
efficient compared to Conv2D operations, which reduces the
runtime FLOPs as well. Experiments are conducted on the
CIFAR-10 and ImageNet datasets by replacing the Conv2D
layers with SCEF. The results have shown an increased accu-
racy using about 2/3 of the original parameters and reduce
the number of FLOPs to 2/3 of the base net.
∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
1. Introduction
Deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the
most commonly used techniques for computer vision. It is a
highly complex modelling technique that potentially results
in low bias but high variance in its generalization accuracy.
The large number of trainable parameters implies extremely
high computational complexity, which requires renting or
purchasing expensive infrastructure for training. Moreover,
the runtime of a trained network plays an important role for
time critical applications, such as data analysis and decision
making in medical fields and self-driving cars. Therefore,
model reduction steps could be beneficial in terms of com-
putational efficiency and reducing the overall cost for deep
learning. One of the most classic model reduction methods
is the subspace low rank approximation (Belhumeur et al.
[2], Jolliffe [20], Golub and van Loan [8]). It is a family of
very well studied and widely used techniques in the area of
signal processing and machine learning. The main concept
is to arrange the trainable variables into a vector space and
find a subspace spanned by the most significant singular
vectors of these variables. The idea of this paper is to com-
bine this subspace technique with deep learning to achieve a
desirable trade-off between the complexity of the network
and the generalization accuracy. Based on our observations
that 2D convolutional (Conv2D) filters exhibit low rank be-
haviors in a trained network and the effective rank have a
decreasing trend with respect to the depth of the network, we
propose a new layer called Separable Convolutional Eigen-
Filters (SCEF) using subspace approximation techniques in
combination with depthwise separable convolutions as an
alternative parameterization of the filters in Conv2D layers.
In addition to reducing the network complexity, the SCEF
layer and its algorithms have the following properties:
1. Reasonability: With our observations and analyses
of the low rank behaviors, we gain insights of the CNN
network structure, which turns out to be effective fac-
tors in network design given our empirical validation.
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2. Modularity: SCEF is essentially a filter structure.
A filter is the atomic element in a CNN. By manipulat-
ing each filter, the layer representation is not tied to a
specific network topology, which allows a flexible and
modular design.
3. Reproducibility: Our effort to increase the repro-
ducibility lies in three aspects.
Implementation: The proposed algorithms are
easily implemented by the depthwise separable
convolution that was recently made available in
most popular deep learning frameworks.
Dependencies: The SCEF layer and its algo-
rithms require no additional dependencies (e.g.
libraries, optimization algorithms) compared to
Conv2D layers.
Deterministic rules for the hyperparameters:
We use a rule-based approach for finding the hy-
perparameters to avoid the common problem of
over-tuning in deep learning and to increase repro-
ducibility. The rules for the hyperparameters are
determined by cross-validation on a small dataset
and directly applied to larger datasets without any
adjustment or tuning.
Given these properties, our contribution is threefold.
(1) While most previous subspace techniques mainly fo-
cus on compressing networks after training, our ap-
proach is primarily aiming at enabling the users to build
a network from scratch with trainable eigen-filters.
Given the modularity of the SCEF layers and the deter-
ministic rules for hyperparameters, it is very easy to
implement your own SCEF network and to reproduce
our results.
(2) We observe and analyze the Conv2D from a different
perspective, which is motivated by the empirical evi-
dence from our experiments. This opens up new op-
portunities and provides new analytical tools for un-
derstanding the design of convolutional networks
and their redundancies, especially with respect to the
depth of the network.
(3) Depthwise separable convolution has became popular
due to its computational efficiency (Chollet [4]). Our
study shows a design principle for depthwise separa-
ble convolutional layers: with the proposed regular-
izations, one does not need more intermediate filters
in depthwise separable convolutional layers than the
filter size K = h2 (e.g. h = 3, K = 9). It is better
to increase the number of coefficients (i.e. the output
channels cout) instead. The reason behind this is that we
model the intermediate filters in depthwise separable
convolutional layers as theK dimensional basis vectors
of the corresponding Conv2D layer. Hence, a corol-
lary is that we only need maximum K (independent)
intermediate filters to represent any output.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we propose a
methodology of observing and analyzing the low rank be-
haviors in a deep CNN and present our findings. We then
propose the SCEF layers and their training strategies. To
better understand the properties of SCEF, we run ablation
studies on the smaller dataset CIFAR-10. The results show
an increased accuracy while using about two thirds of the
base network. Finally, we conduct experiments on a larger
dataset ImageNet using two popular base network ResNet
and DenseNet to validate SCEF.
2. SCEF Layers
2.1. Motivation
First, let us formally define what a layer is in this context.
Definition 1. In the scope of this paper, a layer
W =
{
w
(i)
j ∈ Rh×h : i = 1 · · · cin, j = 1 · · · cout
}
is a set of trainable units that are characterized by the follow-
ing attributes: 1) number of input channels cin; 2) number
of output channels cout, and 3) parameterization (i.e. filter):
w
(i)
j ∈ Rh×h.
Note that there are multiple layers in a network, but
we ignore the layer index in this definition for simplicity.
When multiple layers appear in the same context, we useWl,
l ∈ {1, · · · , L} to denote the indexed layer throughout the
paper. In addition, since the filter size h is not of our interest,
we simply denote K := h2 without loss of generality. In
practice, the filter shape can be a rectangle. Moreover, for the
sake of both consistency and convenience, we use i and j to
denote the input channel index and the output channel index
(i.e. the number of filters in a Conv2D layer), respectively.
Our motivation of this work originates from the low rank
behaviors we have observed in the vectorized filter parame-
ters, so let us start with this experimental procedure.
Procedure 1. Analysis using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD)
• Apply vectorization w¯(i)j = vec(w(i)j ) ∈ RK and com-
pute the truncated SVD:
U¯(i)S(i)V(i)T =
[
w¯
(i)
1 · · · w¯(i)cout
]
, (1)
where matrices U¯(i) and V(i) are the left and right
singular matrix, respectively; and S(i) is a diagonal
matrix that contains the singular values in a descending
order.
• Identify effective rank for each input channel i:
ri =| {S(i)[k, k] : S(i)[k, k] ≥ γS(i)[1, 1],
k = 1, · · · ,min(K, cout), γ ∈ [0, 1]} | (2)
where |·| denotes the cardinality of a set and M[k, k] is
the kth diagonal element of matrix M.
• The effective rank of one layer l:
rl =| {sl : sl ≥ γ,
k = 1, · · · ,min(K, cout), γ ∈ [0, 1]} | (3)
where sl = Ei
(
S(i)[k,k]
S(i)[1,1]
)
and the expected value can
be estimated by averaging over all input channels i.
An example of DenseNet-121 [15] trained on ImageNet
can be found in Fig. 1. The figure shows the density his-
togram of singular values computed using Eq. (1). The
histogram is calculated from all input channels in each con-
volutional layer with K > 1. The maximum ranks of the
layers in these example networks are min(K, cout) = K,
where K = 9. We apply this procedure to several networks
and observe similar low rank behaviors shown in Fig. 2.
Summary of what we observe:
1) the vectorized Conv2D filters in a trained CNN exhibit
low rank properties (c.f. Fig. 1);
2) the effective ranks of vectorized filters show a decreas-
ing trend when the network goes deeper (c.f. Fig. 2);
3) the effective ranks of vectorized filters converge over
training steps (see video in supplementary material).
Given these observations, we propose a new layer called
SCEF as an alternative parameterization to Conv2D layers
for the purpose of reducing their complexity.
2.2. Definition and properties
In this section, we introduce the definition of SCEF fol-
lowed by its two properties. Generally speaking, subspace
techniques bring better robustness to the learning system due
to their reduced model complexity. Motivated by these ob-
servations and analyses, we define a SCEF layer as follows.
Definition 2 (SCEF layer). A SCEF (Separable Convolu-
tional Eigen-Filters) layer is defined by
Θ =
{
w
(i)
j ,w
(i)
j ∈ Rh×h, i = 1 · · · cin, j = 1 · · · cout
}
with the following parameterization
w
(i)
j =
r∑
k=1
a
(i)
k,ju
(i)
k , r ∈ [1, h2] (4)
where a(i)k,j ∈ R and u(i)k ∈ Rh×h, which satisfy
u¯
(i)T
l u¯
(i)
m =
{
1 if l = m
0 otherwise
for u¯(i)k = vec(u
(i)
k ) ∈ Rh
2
. The parameters u(i)k ∈ Rh×h
are called the eigen-filters.
Note that for the sake of clarity, we use Θ to denote the
SCEF layer, instead of the generic notationW in Def.1.
Remark 1 (Relation to depthwise separable convolution).
The depthwise separable convolution [4] is widely used in
various network topologies due to its high efficiency. From
the definition of SCEF, we can see that SCEF is a special
case of depthwise separable convolution, where the inter-
mediate convolutional filters are equivalent to the “basis”
u
(i)
k in SCEF. In practice, SCEF can be implemented using
the depthwise separable convolution with a special training
strategy proposed in this paper. In this work, we focus on
replacing Conv2D layers by SCEF. The study of applying
SCEF design to depthwise separable convolutional layers is
a future direction.
Property 1. Robustness
Lemma 1. Let ∆Ii be an additive perturbation matrix and
w
(i)
j ∈ Rh×h be a filter parameterized by Eq. (4), which is
learned from some training process. Let
U¯(i) =
[
u¯
(i)
0 , · · · , u¯(i)r
]
. (5)
If U¯(i)TU¯(i) = I and
∣∣∣∣∣∣a(i)j ∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤ , ∀i, j,∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
∆Ii ∗w(i)j
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∞
≤ hr
∑
i
||∆Ii||2 . (6)
Proof. See the supplementary material.
Robustness in this context is indicated by the propagation
of the additive perturbation between input and output feature
maps. Lemma 1 shows that when (1) U¯(i)TU¯(i) = I, i.e.
the vectorized filters are orthonormal, and (2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣a(i)j ∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
≤
, i.e. the coefficients are bounded by , the effect of the
perturbation on the output is bounded by Eq. (6). The design
parameter rank r of the eigen-filters controls a trade-off
between the robustness and the representational power of a
SCEF layer.
Property 2. Complexity (one layer)
• Number of trainable parameters (N )
– N (Conv2D): cincouth2
  
Densenet Block 2
12 x (3x3) filters
Densenet Block 1
6 x (3x3) filters
Densenet Block 3
24 x (3x3) filters
Densenet Block 4
16 x (3x3) filters
Figure 1: The density histogram (y-axis∈ [0, 1]) of the effective rank (x-axis∈ [1, 9]) estimated using Eq. (2) in Procedure 1 for
DenseNet-121 trained on ImageNet. The statistics are computed over all input channels i in that layer. We see the decreasing
trend of the effective ranks with respect to the depth of the network.
– N (SCEF):
- Eigen-filters: Nu = cinh2r
- Coefficients: Na = cincoutr
For r = h2, randomly initialized eigen-filters can span
the whole vector space and hence the eigen-filters do
not need to be trainable, i.e. Nu = 0. Hence, Conv2D
and SCEF are equivalent for r = h2.
For r < h2, N (SCEF)<N (Conv2D) if r ≤
⌊
couth
2
cout+h2
⌋
.
Example. Given cin = cout = 128 and h = 3, we have
N (Conv2D)= 147456. If r ≤ 8, then N(SCEF) <
N(Conv2D). For r = 8, N (SCEF)= 140288 and for
r = 4, N (SCEF)= 70144.
• FLOPs (F )
We count the multiply-accumulate operations (macc)
and we do not include bias in our calculations. Given
the dimension of the input layer H ×W × cin, let t =⌊
H
stride
⌋× ⌊ Wstride⌋,
– F (Conv2D): th2cincout
– F (SCEF): tcinr
(
h2 + cout
)
Example. Given H = W = 100, cin = 128, cout = 128
and h = 3 with stride = 1, we have F (Conv2D)=
1.47 GFLOPs. For r = 8, F (SCEF)= 1.40 GFLOPs.
For r = 4, F (SCEF)= 0.70 GFLOPs.
2.3. Algorithms
To use SCEF, one simply replaces Conv2D layers with
SCEF for a given network topology and train the network
with the training strategy presented in this section. We show
in the experiment section that the resulting network has a
largely reduced number of trainable parameters and FLOPs
compared to its Conv2D counterpart. For clarity, we use a
base network (e.g. ResNet-50 or DenseNet-121) to indicate
which topology we are using. Given a base network topology,
we denote the new network SCEF-basenet.
Training strategy Let f be a loss function for a given
CNN architecture. We introduce a mapping:
gΘl : RM
l×N l×clout −→ RM l+1×N l+1×cl+1out
that represents the forward path between layer l and l + 1.
We denote the regular CNN layer and SCEF layers using
Wl and Θl, respectively. Let L =
{
1, · · · , L} be the set
of all the layer indices and Lg ⊆ L. For a given Lg, the
optimization problem we address is formulated as follows:
minimize:
Θl,l∈Lg,Wq,q∈L\Lg
f
(
gΘl , cWq
)
+
∑
t
λt
∑
l
Φt(Θl),
(7)
Figure 2: Effective rank (c.f. Eq. (3)) versus layer depth. In
these networks, we observe decreasing trend of the effective
ranks when a network goes deeper. In this figure, we show
this effect in the network VGG, ResNet and DenseNet. Note
that we only show filters with h > 1, otherwise the vector
space will have dimension 1.
where cWq represents the forward path of a Conv2D layer
(with layer index q); the second term in Eq. (7) denotes
the regularization on the complexity of Θl, where each con-
straint Φt is weighted by a multiplier λt ∈ (0, 1).
In this paper, we propose a subspace model for Θl
(c.f. Def. 2) and two regularization terms Φt (t = 1, 2)
on the complexity of Θl. The subspace model is charac-
terized by its basis vectors (i.e. the eigen-filters) and the
corresponding coefficients, which are trained simultaneously
using backpropagation.
• Regularization: Inspired by Lemma 1, for a given SCEF
layer l, we choose two regularizations:
Φ1 : λ1
∣∣∣∣∣∣U¯(i)TU¯(i) − I∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(8)
Φ2 : λ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣a(i)j ∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, a
(i)
j =
[
a
(i)
1,j , · · · , a(i)r,j
]
(9)
• Loss function: Given a layer Θl parameterized by
Eq. (4) and the regularizations Φt (t = 1, 2), we specify
the objective function of the network as follows:
minimize:
a
(i),l
j ,U¯
(i),l,l∈Lg,Wq,q∈L\Lg
f
(
g{a(i),lj ,U¯(i),l}
, cWq
)
+ λ1
∑
i,l
∣∣∣∣∣∣U¯(i),lTU¯(i),l − I∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ λ2
∑
i,j,l
∣∣∣∣∣∣a(i),lj ∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(10)
The choice of the hyperparameters are discussed in the ex-
periments and results section.
Algorithm 1. (SCEF-basenet)
Step 1: Choose a CNN topology as basenet.
Step 2: Replace any Conv2D layers by SCEF layers
with hyperparameters r, λ1, λ2.
Step 3: Initialization for each SCEF layer (k =
1, · · · , r):
– Eigen-filters u(i)k :
- Generate random matrices: A(i) ∈ RK×r.
- Compute the truncated SVD: A(i) =
U¯(i)S¯(i)V¯(i)T.
- Reshape each column in U¯(i) into matrix
u
(i)
k ∈ RK .
– Coefficients a(i)k,j: randomly initialized from a nor-
mal distribution.
Step 4: Forward path and training
– Forward path Il → Il+1: for each out channel j,
Ijl+1 =
cin∑
i=1
r∑
k=1
a
(i),l
k,j u
(i),l
k ∗ Iil
– Training: backpropagation with the loss function
described in Eq. (10).
Remark 2. There are such use cases, where a CNN is al-
ready trained and re-training is too costly. But for some
reason, one needs to reduce the runtime complexity of the
network. For this purpose, we also propose a compression
algorithm in the supplementary material.
3. Related Work
It has been found that many deep neural networks suf-
fer from heavy over-parametrization [6], which results in
inefficient computational power consumption and memory
utilization. To compare to the state-of-the-art techniques re-
garding the reduction of the complexity, we list the following
existing approaches.
Pruning: Pruning refers to techniques that aim at reduc-
ing the number of parameters in a pre-trained network by
identifying and removing redundant weights. In Optimal
Brain Damage by LeCun et al. [22], and later in Optimal
Brain Surgeon by Hassibi et al. [11], redundant weights are
defined by their impact on the objective function, which
are identified using the Hessian of the loss function. Other
definitions of redundancy have been proposed in subsequent
work. For instance, Anwar et al. [1] applies pruning on the
filter-level of CNNs by using particle filters to propose prun-
ing candidates. Han et al. [10] introduces a simpler pruning
method using a strong L2 regularization term, where weighs
under a certain threshold are removed. Molchanov et al. [26]
uses Taylor expansion to approximate the influence in the
loss function by removing each filter. Li et al. [23] identifies
and removes filters having a small effect on the accuracy.
More recently, in [24] and [25], Luo et al. analyzes the redun-
dancy of filters in a trained network by looking at statistics
computed from its next layer. He et al. [14] proposes an iter-
ative LASSO regression based channel selection algorithm.
Huang et al. [16] removes filters by training a pruning agent
to make decisions for a given reward function. In [33], Yu
et al. poses the pruning problem as a binary integer opti-
mization and derives a closed-form solution based on final
response importance.
Architectural design: Effort has been put into designing
a smaller network architecture without loss of the general-
ization ability. For instance, He et al. [12] achieves a higher
accuracy compared to other more complex networks by in-
troducing the residual building block. The residual building
blocks adds an identity mapping that allows the signals to
be directly propagated between the layers. Iandola et al.
[17] introduces SqueezeNet and the Fire module, which is
designed to reduce the number of parameters in a network by
introducing 1× 1 filters. Recently, Xie et al. [32] proposed a
multi-branch architecture which exposes a new hyperparam-
eter for each block to control the capacity of the network.
Compression: Deep Compression, by Han et al. [9], re-
duces the storage size of the model using quantization and
Huffman encoding to compress the weights in the network.
Other work on reducing the memory size of models is done
by binarization. In XNOR-Net by Rastegari et al. [28], the
weights are reduced to a binary representation and convo-
lutions are replaced by XNOR operations. More recently,
Suau et al. [29] proposed to analyze filter responses to auto-
matically select compression methods for each layer.
Subspace techniques: Subspace properties of trainable
filters in CNNs are explored. Sometimes, this is referred to
Low-Rank Approximation (LRA) in the literature. There are
mainly two different implementations in the LRA approach.
1) Separable bases: Jaderberg et al. [19] decomposes the
d× d filters into 1× d and d× 1 filters to construct rank-1
bases in the spatial domain. Later, Tai et al. [30], finds a
closed form solution to this factorization. Ioannou et al. [18]
introduces a novel weight initialization that allows small
basis filters to be trained from scratch, which has achieved
similar or higher accuracy than the conventional CNNs. Yu
et al. [34] proposes a SVD-free algorithm that uses the idea
that filters usually share smooth components in a low-rank
subspace. 2) Filter vectorization: Some existing work im-
plements the low rank approximation by vectorizing the
filters. For instance, Denton et al. [7] stacks all filters for
each output channel into a high dimensional vector space and
approximates the trained filters using SVD. Wen et al. [31]
presents a regularization to enforce filters to coordinate into
lower-rank space, where the subspaces are constructed from
all the input channels for each given output channel. Re-
cently, Peng et al. [27] proposed a decomposition focusing
on exploiting the filter group structure for each layer.
Weight sharing: Another approach to reduce the number
of parameters in a network is to share weights between the
filters and layers. Boulch [3] share weights between the
layers in a residual network operating on the same scale.
Depthwise separable convolutions: introduced by Chol-
let [4], have shown to be a more efficient use of parameters
compared to regular Conv2Ds Inception like architectures.
Depthwise separable convolutions have also been used in
other work, e.g., in [14] by He et al., where it was used to
gain a computational speed-up of ResNet networks.
Our focus: In our experiments, we choose a popular base
network (ResNet) and compare our experimental results to
various modifications of the same base network implemented
by the aforementioned techniques. We also conduct tests on
another network topology DenseNet-121 with ImageNet for
comparison and further validation.
4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Deterministic rule-based hyperparameters
Hyperparameters are chosen based on deterministic rules
to avoid hyperparameter tuning and to increase reproducibil-
ity. These rules are determined using a transfer learning
approach. First, we find the hyperparameters in SCEF using
cross-validation on a small dataset CIFAR-10, where cross-
validation is affordable. Then we establish a deterministic
rule for each hyperparameter. These rules are then directly
applied to the larger dataset ImageNet without tuning.
There are three sets of hyperparameters h1 ∼ h3:
h1: Ranks r (Algo. 1): The observation of singular values
from several networks (shown in Fig. 2) and datasets shows
that the effective ranks typically have a decreasing trend
with respect to the depth, i.e., layers at the beginning of
the network often have higher rank, and vice versa. In this
paper, we adopt two alternative routines for choosing the
rank in each layer: linear decay (simple) and logarithmic
decay (aggressive). Let l be the depth index of a layer and
K = h2. Denote lmax = max(l) and lmin = min(l).
• Linear decay: rˆi =
⌊
K − l(K−1)lmax−lmin
⌋
.
• Logarithmic decay: rˆi =
⌊
K−1
log2(l)
⌋
.
h2: Regularization coefficients (Algo.1, cf. Eq. (8), (9)):
λ1 = 0.0001r and λ2 = 0.0001.
h3: Singular value threshold to determine the effective rank
(cf. Eq. (2), (3)): γ = 0.3.
200 k 400 k 600 k 800 k 1 M 1.2 M 1.4 M 1.6 M
Number of trainable parameters
90.5
91.0
91.5
92.0
92.5
93.0
93.5
94.0
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cu
ra
cy
 [%
]
SCEF layer, 96 filters
SCEF layer, 64 filters
SCEF layer, 128 filters
ResNet
Figure 3: Accuracy versus number of parameters for differ-
ent network structures for the CIFAR-10-dataset.
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SCEF layer, 64 filters, frozen basis
SCEF layer, 64 filters, no regularization
SCEF layer, 64 filters
ResNet
Figure 4: (1) trainable eigen-filters with regularization, (2)
frozen eigen-filters with regularization, (3) trainable eigen-
filters without regularization the for CIFAR-10-dataset.
4.2. Hardware
For training and experiments, Nvidia Tesla V100 SXM2
with 32 GB of GPU memory are used.
4.3. Dataset CIFAR-10: Ablation Study
Dataset: To empirically study the behavior of SCEF, we
conduct various experiments on the standard image recogni-
tion dataset CIFAR-10 by Krizhevsky and Hinton [21].
Benchmark: We use ResNet-32 as the base net for com-
parison. ResNet-32 has three blocks, where the last block
(block-3) in ResNet-32 has the most filters. Since our goal
is to reduce the amount of trainable parameters and FLOPs,
we mainly vary the structure in block-3 in our experiments.
Results: The results are presented in terms of the estimated
mean and the standard deviation of the classification accu-
racy on the testing set with 10 runs for each experiment setup,
which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The accuracy is then
presented with respect to the number of trainable parameters
for each network structure. For SCEF layers, there are nine
data points in each presented result, which correspond to
different layer ranks in block-3 r3 ∈ {1, · · · , 9}. In addi-
tion, the number of trainable parameters in SCEF layers is
also varied by using different numbers of output channels
in block-3, i.e., cout ∈ {64, 96, 128}. We then vary cout in
ResNet-32 block-3 (cout ∈ {16, 20, 24, ..., 128}) to have a
comparable result. We compare the accuracy achieved by
SCEF-ResNet-32 Fig. 5. Additional results can be found in
the supplementary material.
Experiment 1. Varying rank r and cout: For a layer
with input channels i = 1, · · · , cin and output channels
j = 1, · · · , cout, the filters in the SCEF layer is expressed as
w
(i)
j =
∑r
k=1 a
(i)
k,ju
(i)
k . We empirically show that SCEF lay-
ers achieve higher accuracy with significantly lower number
of parameters. In this experiment, we vary two hyperparam-
eters: 1) the rank r of each filter in the SCEF layer, and 2)
the number of output channels cout. We compare the accu-
racy versus the number of parameters in different types of
layers (Conv2D and SCEF with different hyperparameters).
As shown in Fig. 3, with a lower number of parameters,
SCEF achieves a better accuracy with low rank approxima-
tion. Moreover, when we increase the number of output
channels, SCEF shows a even more promising result with
fewer parameters in total.
Experiment 2. Trainable vs frozen eigen-filters: In
Algo. 1, the eigen-filters in SCEF layers are trained simul-
taneously using backpropagation. In this experiment, we
investigate the impact of this training process and try to
understand if it is sufficient to use random basis vectors
as eigen-filters. We initialize the eigen-filters according to
Algo. 1 and freeze them during training. The comparison
between the accuracies achieved by frozen (dotted) and train-
able (dashed) eigen-filters can be found in Fig. 4. By using
Table 1: SCEF layers applied to base networks DenseNet-121 and ResNet-50 on ImageNet
layers rank decay Top-1 Top-5 params (G)FLOPs
ResNet-50
Conv2D None 76.47 % 93.21% 25.56M 3.80
SCEF Linear 76.61% 93.22% 17.27M 2.90
SCEF Logarithmic 76.46% 93.24% 16.64M 2.50
DenseNet-121
Conv2D None 74.81% 92.32% 79.79M 2.83
SCEF Linear 74.83% 92.59% 72.10M 2.81
SCEF Logarithmic 74.40% 91.89% 62.92M 2.11
frozen eigen-filters, the network has a fewer number of train-
able parameters for the same rank. With a low rank (r < 5),
the accuracy is degraded without training.
Experiment 3. With or without Φ1 regularization: To
study the effect of the Φ1 regularization introduced in Eq. (8),
some experiments can be found in Fig. 4. We can see that
with a high rank, the regularization needs to be applied. In
our experiment, we use λ1 = 0.0001r and λ2 = 0.0001,
where λ1 is the multiplier of the constraint on the eigen-
filters and λ2 is on the subspace coefficients. The reason for
having the multiplier r in λ1 is to suppress the growth of the
cost when r becomes large.
Experiment 4. Comparison to related work: In this ex-
periment, we implement Algo. 1 (SCEF-ResNet-32) to com-
pared to the state-of-the-art techniques. We vary the number
of output channels cout in the last ResNet block for compari-
son, where we see that having fewer eigen-filters with more
output channels yields a better result.
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Figure 5: Comparison of accuracy versus the number of
trainable parameters to other ResNet variant networks on
CIFAR-10. In the parenthesis, we show the number of output
channels cout in each ResNet block.
4.4. Dataset ImageNet (ILSVRC-2012)
To further compare our algorithms to the state-of-the-
art, we use the standard dataset ImageNet (ILSVRC-2012)
by Deng et al. [5]. ImageNet has 1.2 M training images and
50 k validation images of 1000 object classes, commonly
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Figure 6: Comparison of SCEF-ResNet-50 to other ResNet-
50 variant networks ([32, 23, 32, 33, 25, 24, 13]). This figure
shows the Top-1 accuracy (y-axis) versus FLOPs (x-axis)
and number of trainable parameters (indicated by the radius
of each disk) for ImageNet. See supplementary material for
Top-5 accuracy and more detailed results.
evaluated by Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy. We use ResNet-50
v2 [13] as the base network. The results are visualized in
Fig. 6 for Top-1 accuracy (Top-5 accuracy can be found in
the supplementary material). The hyperparameters used in
SCEF-ResNet-50 are determined by the deterministic rules
presented in h1, h2 and h3. For each setup, we have five runs
and report the average accuracy and its standard deviation
in the supplementary material. From the experiments, we
see the trade-off between the two rank decay mechanisms:
linear decay is less aggressive, which yield to a better accu-
racy, whereas logarithmic decay reduce a greater number of
FLOPs while still having a decent accuracy. To further vali-
date SCEF, we run the same experiments on another network
DenseNet-121 and the results are reported in Tab. 1.
5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a new methodology to observe
and analyze the complexity of a CNN. Motivated by our
observations of the low rank behaviors, we present a layer
structure SCEF as an alternative parameterization to Conv2D
for the purpose of reducing their complexity. Our experi-
ments show that in a depthwise separable convolutional layer
with filter size h×h, it is not necessary to have more than h2
intermediate filters (i.e. eigen-filters) given the proposed
training strategy (c.f. 2.3). In terms of the accuracy-to-
complexity ratio, it is beneficial to use more coefficients
(i.e. output channels) with fewer eigen-filters in SCEF lay-
ers. The SCEF layer is simple to implement using depthwise
separable convolutions that are recently made available in
common deep learning frameworks and gaining popularity
due to its computational efficiency. Moreover, with the de-
terministic rules for choosing hyperparameters, it is easy to
design and reproduce the results. From our observations, the
underlying subspace structure is a commonly shared prop-
erty amongst different network topologies, which provides
insights to the design and analysis of CNNs.
As future directions, first we will further explore and an-
alyze this underlying structure to improve rank decay func-
tions and design strategies using domain adaptation tech-
niques. Furthermore, since the SCEF layer can be imple-
mented by the depthwise separable convolutions with a new
training strategy, a second future direction is to modify and
train the traditional depthwise separable convolutional layers
in well-known networks using SCEF to reduce the model
complexity.
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